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Social media, and people’s online self-presentations and social networks, add complexity to people’s experiences managing changing identities during life transitions. I use gender transition as a case study to understand how people experience liminality on social media. I qualitatively analyzed data from transition blogs on Tumblr (n=240), a social media blogging site on which people document their gender transitions, and in-depth interviews with transgender bloggers (n=20). I apply ethnographer van Gennep’s liminality framework to a social media context and contribute a new understanding of liminality by arguing that reconstructing one’s online identity during life transitions is a rite of passage. During life transitions, people present multiple identities simultaneously on different social media sites that together comprise what I call social transition machinery. Social transition machinery describes the ways that, for people facing life transitions, multiple social media sites and networks often remain separate, yet work together to facilitate life transitions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Major life transitions can be difficult to present and disclose on social media. The nature of many social media sites, on which people amass large collections of friends and content over long periods of time, privileges life trajectories in which one’s past, present, and future identities remain the same over time. However, many people’s identities are not static. A large body of social computing literature has shown the ways that social media sites introduce challenges in interacting online and presenting changing identities during life transitions such as relationship breakups and divorce [38,59,71], job loss [18], transition into and out of military cultures [29,75,76], pregnancy loss [4], and death in one’s network [15].

I use gender transition as a case study to understand how people experience life transitions on social media. Gender transition allows insight into these phenomena in a way that other major life changes do not, yet also enables an understanding of social media that can help people facing
life transitions more broadly. Few other life transitions encompass such potentially drastic, numerous, and complex identity changes over time (e.g., name, gender, appearance). Yet importantly, not only should we study transgender experiences as a case study of life transitions more broadly; it is also critical to specifically understand transgender people’s complex experiences. I examined trans people’s transition experiences using content analysis of data from transition blogs on Tumblr ($n = 240$ blogs), a social media blogging site on which people document their gender transitions, and qualitative analysis of in-depth interviews with a subset of bloggers ($n = 20$).

In this work, I draw from van Gennep’s [33] liminality framework (see Figure 1), along with Turner’s [91,92] and Bridges’ [14] works which have used this framework in different contexts throughout the 20th century. The word liminality means a sort of threshold that a person goes through during a life transition, and it is used to describe life changes as a series of stages that involve rites of passage. In van Gennep’s [33] framework, life transitions begin with the separation stage, in which a person separates from their previous identity – and in the cultures that he studied, people were actually physically removed from their networks during this stage. This is followed by the transitional period, a stage which both Van Gennep and Turner characterized as neutral, in which they described people as identity-less or “a blank slate” [33,91,92]. In the final stage, the incorporation stage, the person is incorporated back into a social world after the transition. These stages are not as well-defined and easily delimited as it appears in this framework [52], but this is a way to understand the patterns that occur during life transitions. Van Gennep’s [33] and Turner’s [91] works were anthropological studies in small-scale, non-Western, non-technologically advanced societies. Yet, they identified patterns that hold up across all societies [87]. But it makes sense that liminality patterns would be different in some ways in networked societies in the present time, particularly given technological advancements like social media. My work builds on this liminality framework, and asks: how does liminality work in social media contexts? While my larger study [37] encompasses the full liminality framework and maps each liminality stage onto different parts of the transition process on social media, in this paper I focus primarily on the transition stage and what Van Gennep [33] called liminal rites of passage (see Figure 1).

I contribute new knowledge towards understanding what liminality means on social media by highlighting the ways social media enable people to embody multiple identities and exist in multiple networks simultaneously during life transitions, rather than remaining neutral (as posited by previous literature about liminality [33,91,92]). I articulate the important distinction between liminality and neutrality, and argue that characterizing those undergoing life
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1 I use Stryker’s [86] definition of transgender as a term that refers to “people who move away from the gender they were assigned at birth, people who cross over (trans-) the boundaries constructed by their culture to define and contain that gender.” I use “trans” for the remainder of this paper to refer to the broad transgender population.
transitions as “neutral” or “identity-less” is dangerous because it dehumanizes people during what is already a vulnerable time. I detail my argument that reconstructing one’s online identity is a rite of passage, and conceptualize these findings by introducing the concept of social transition machinery. Social transition machinery describes the ways that, for people facing life transitions, multiple social media sites remain separate and serve different purposes, yet work together to facilitate life transitions. For example, in this study, Tumblr is social transition machinery for intense identity concentration and transition work, while Facebook is social transition machinery for converting a transition into an event. This social transition machinery lens enables new understanding of how people experience liminality on social media.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
I review related work on identity and life transitions, liminality and social media, and trans identities and experiences online, then provide background on Tumblr transition blogs.

2.2 Identity and Life Transitions
Transition can be defined as “a process of convoluted passage during which people redefine their sense of self and redevelop self-agency in response to disruptive life events” [52]. A life transition is a life change that impacts a person’s life deeply over time and involves “reconstruction of a valued identity;” all transition includes change, but not all change is transition [52]. Schlossberg [73] argued that “a transition is a transition only if it is so defined by the person experiencing it.” In sum, life transitions are personal, contextual, and alter people’s identities [34]. People experience “universal and inevitable” predictable life transitions as they grow older (e.g., from youth to adulthood, from the work force to retirement) [79], but many also experience life transitions that are less common and more unpredictable, whether for themselves or for the people around them (e.g., gender transition, chronic illness diagnosis) [34,40,52]. While some studies characterize transition as linear and with a distinct beginning and end, others argue that transition is not linear nor a series of steps, but instead can move forward, backward, and cyclically [34,47,51,52]. Common across transition experiences are dislocation, disorientation, disruption, and a need to find a new way of life that incorporates the changes one has experienced [52]. People tend to deal with life transitions better when they have social support, actively engage with the transition, are well-informed, and after substantial time has passed, among other factors [34].

Sociologists have characterized identity transitions in several unique ways, each of which are useful in considering changing identities on social media. Burke [19] conceptualized life transitions as interruptions to identity processes, brought about by a disruptive life event. He argued that identities resist change and are relatively stable, but do change over time in response to disruptions or identity discrepancies [19,20]. Ebaugh [31] theorized life transitions as role exit: “the process of disengagement from a role that is central to one’s self-identity and the reestablishment of an identity in a new role that takes into account one’s ex-role.” Life transitions often involve unlearning expectations associated with a previous role, while simultaneously learning expectations of a new role [31]. Socialization into a new role is accompanied by an identity shift into that new role, yet often involves tension between one’s past, present, and future identities because people are uncomfortable fulfilling expectations for multiple roles at once [31].

Previous research has found that health professionals, such as counselors, nurses, and doctors, can better help their patients if they understand transition processes better [16,52], and
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I argue that the same is true of technology designers. To design technology that supports the myriad life transitions that people face, technology designers must understand transition. In this paper, I provide some of that vital knowledge.

2.3 Liminality and Social Media

A small set of previous literature has examined liminality and rites of passage on social media. I briefly discuss each of these works to provide context for my own argument for how liminality works on social media. I extend previous work by providing a new theoretical argument, via the concept of social transition machinery, that liminal identity is multiple rather than neutral, and that reconstructing online identity is a rite of passage.

Most relevant to the current study, several studies have focused on life transitions, social media, and liminality. First, Semaan et al. [76] found that in the context of veterans returning to civilian life, information communication technologies (ICTs), including social media, enable people to re-integrate into society by developing identity awareness and connecting to similar others to understand post-military life and receive support. Veterans often relied on online networks of other veterans in separate digital spaces from their primary online social networks [76]. This separation can be especially helpful because veterans often face difficulties when cultural norms or social worlds overlap between previous and current identities [13].

Next, De Choudhury and Massimi [25] found that people use social media during marriage engagement to project this liminal stage to their networks and make the transition visible. They found that engagement prompted significant linguistic changes on social media [25]. People increased posting in a “rush of excitement” to reach their audience and present their new social role. In this way, people used social media as part of the liminal ritual of exiting one’s single identity and entering a new social role as a coupled person [25]. This serves as evidence that social media is an important means of rites of passage, as I argue in this work.

On a more societal level, crisis informatics research has established that after major life disruptions (e.g., war), people use ICTs to recover from the disruption, restore a sense of normalcy, maintain social norms and develop new ones, rebuild societal structures, and create safe online spaces to express identity and communicate with others both locally and globally [3,77,78].

Most previous social media work focused on liminality has conceptualized liminality differently than I do here, largely due to different research questions and approaches. For instance, Papacharissi [62] theorized online citizen journalism as a liminal space.

Several researchers have considered spaces between physical and virtual worlds to be liminal. Ringland [69] discussed the ways in which moments when users sign up for virtual worlds and social media sites are liminal spaces between physical and virtual worlds. Similarly, Herwig [46] considered sign-up procedures on social media as a liminal stage where a person transitions from one social status to another via an interface. Herwig [46] also posited that people go back and forth from mainstream society to a liminal community when they log in and out of Twitter. Yet in contrast with the time when that paper was written (2009), in the present, people rarely “log out” of social media sites, and thus exist simultaneously in mainstream society and in liminal communities.

In online forums (pre-social media sites like Facebook and Tumblr), Madge and O’Connor [55] theorized liminal space as a simultaneous existence in online and physical space while between life stages. They found that new mothers used the Internet during this liminal phase in their lives to explore their new identities as mothers and to craft new selves [55]. Yet in 2005,
when that research was conducted, Madge and O’Connor [55] found that women substantially decreased their Internet usage after this transitional stage was over. This is no longer true; as evidenced by transition bloggers’ experiences and by pervasive social media use over time in the population more broadly [36], people stay online throughout and beyond life transitions. On social media, some people experience transitions in their own lives as tied to movements from one social media platform to another [70]. For example, Robards [70] found that in 2007-2010, many characterized their move from MySpace to Facebook as a transition from youth to adulthood. In this case, what was actually a broader cultural shift from MySpace to Facebook appeared to participants as a personal means of facilitating a life transition by changing social media platforms and networks [70]. Such transitions left digital traces, and were highly visible rites of passage [70]. Similarly, during gender transition, people make highly visible changes to their online identities, in the form of trans identity disclosures and profile changes on Facebook. Yet unlike the transition shift from MySpace to Facebook, in the case of Tumblr and Facebook people do not leave one site and go to another. As I will show in this work, transition bloggers exist simultaneously and present multiple versions of self on Tumblr and Facebook.

2.4 Trans Identities and Experiences Online

Relationships between the body, the self, technology, and gender are far from simple. Gender, even though it is a social construction [21], is still based on relation to a physical body [84]. Using an avatar different from one’s physical world gender was in the 1990’s, and remains today, common in online spaces like virtual worlds [84]. Online spaces can be important means for people to explore identities that they may not yet be comfortable presenting in the physical world – this is what Bruckman [17] called “identity workshops.” Stone [84] argued that online, where identity performance, play, and disruption are possible and even encouraged, the “transgendered [sic] body is the natural body.” Trans identities embrace both the multiple, as in embodying multiple genders (whether in the same or in different temporalities), and the liminal, as in embracing transition and crossing the boundaries between genders [84].

However, in recent years, many online spaces have begun to substantially “other” trans identities. This has been accomplished primarily through binary gender classification schemes (Male/Female) [9] and enforcement of “one person per account” policies (e.g., on Facebook). On social media sites like Facebook that forbid pseudonymity and multiple accounts [42], gender transition is often difficult [40]. Presenting oneself online using a post-transition gender, name, and appearance often requires mass trans identity disclosure [40]. Such platforms are challenging to those who need to engage in experimentation and exploration to find their new gender identity [39]. Even after transitioning, digital footprints representing a past gender, name, and appearance may remain on one’s profile [41]. While much has been done to address some of these challenges around self-presentation, such as Facebook’s custom gender options, there remain some problematic programmatic decisions. Bivens [8] described how Facebook’s increased gender options only exist at surface level and are still coded as binary in the database.

Despite barriers to experimenting with identity in some online spaces, other online spaces can be important arenas for identity exploration. Because attributes like appearance, name and gender presentation are sometimes flexible, digital spaces can be important places for identity exploration without some of the barriers present in the physical world [39,90]. YouTube is a common site for trans identity exploration, and transition vlogs function as a combination of autobiography, diary, and means of social connection [66,67].
Many trans people turn to Tumblr, a site that allows pseudonyms and multiple accounts, and where one’s network is not necessarily linked with one’s pre-transition network, to experiment with and express trans identities. Tumblr’s affordances enable “low-risk self-presentation where individuals can try identities out... to a wide, unpredictable swath of other users whose identities are also often temporary and not clearly tied to a real-world persona” [26], which is especially useful for those in transition. Gonzalez and Fritz [35] argued that to best serve trans populations, site design should prioritize flexibility (e.g., in control of information) and foreground intangibles (e.g., political values, support). In this sense, Tumblr’s reputation as a queer and gender fluid-friendly space [93] is notable. For many users, Tumblr is a queer space both in terms of queer theory (which challenges dominant gender categories and posits identity as socially constructed, fluid, and ambiguous rather than fixed or essential [21]) and in terms of being populated by queer/LGBT communities [22]. Fink and Miller [32] argued that Tumblr is a space where those belonging to trans and queer subcultures can represent their identities and cultures on their own terms, rather than relying on the mainstream media to represent them. Tumblr is also an important place for trans people to find and share information [2]. Trans people have unique health needs, and thus different information seeking practices, than the general population, and even other LGBQ people; thus health information seeking and sharing is a major focus of the trans community on Tumblr [45].

Many features and affordances contribute to Tumblr’s prevalence of trans users and its reputation as a safe place for trans online communities. Users’ ability to be pseudonymous, maintain multiple identities and blogs, and the site’s unstructured, flexible profiles (on which people can choose which parts of themselves to display, and how) allow people to express non-normative identities [61,68]. Harassment is de-incentivized on Tumblr because comments (called “replies” on Tumblr) are less visible than on other social media sites – somewhere in between public and private [53] – making the site a relatively safe space for marginalized populations [68]. The site’s Ask box is a way to build community around marginalized genders and lets people know they are not alone [61]. Tumblr’s visual design enables identity complexity [93], and with its tagging system people can denote gender and find others with similar genders [24]. Finally, the site facilitates nonlinear, impermanent, and multiple trajectories of content reblogged across the site and personal narratives [22,32,93]. These features lead to an openness in discussing stigmatized issues [64,74], which likely influences the prevalence of transition blogs on Tumblr.

Ahmed [2] argues that HCI literature often either ignores trans people, or treats them theoretically rather than as people to be designed for. In response, she introduced the concept of trans competent interaction design, as a “starting point toward anti-oppressive design practices regarding gender” [2]. Among other goals, trans competent interaction design recognizes that design decisions can disproportionately harm trans people; makes changes to minimize this harm; and understands that users have unique identities that may change over time [2]. Recent HCI work has moved towards trans competence by understanding trans people’s perceptions toward automatic gender recognition systems, which is disproportionately harmful for trans users [43], considering how to account for non-binary gender variation in online communities [50], and designing an application to support safe restroom access for trans people [7]. Building on previous research about gender transition on social media [39–41], with the current research I address the trans competent interaction design [2] agenda by providing in-depth analysis about the contexts in which trans people use social media during gender transition.

2.1 Tumblr Transition Blogs
Transition blogs are a genre of Tumblr blog in which people document their gender transition. Commonly, these blogs include diary-like entries discussing social, medical, and legal aspects of transition: discussion of the coming out process and resulting acceptance, support, and/or rejection, physical and mental changes, medical procedures such as hormone replacement therapy and gender reassignment surgeries, and name and document changes. Transition blogs include text, photos and/or videos documenting changes over time. Transition blogs also often include personal day-to-day anecdotes not related to gender transition or trans identity. Though blogs resemble diaries in some ways, blogs are different because they are inherently social [60]; transition bloggers exist within a network of other bloggers, many of whom follow and interact with each other. Transition blogs are different from most other types of Tumblr blogs, which are often more about curation and reblogging others’ content than documenting one’s own personal experiences [74,96].

Tumblr is not the only platform trans people use to document their transitions; many use YouTube [23,67], and some participants in my study mentioned that people also increasingly use Instagram for this purpose. Tumblr is unique because many transition blogs contain substantial text content, unlike transitions as documented on YouTube and Instagram which include primarily visual content.

3 METHODS

I next detail my methods, which involved collecting and analyzing data from Tumblr transition blogs and conducting and analyzing interviews with a subset of bloggers. This study was approved by University of California, Irvine’s Institutional Review Board.

3.1 Tumblr Transition Blogs Data Collection

Using Tumblr’s API [89] and the PyTumblr API client [65], I collected text data from 240 transition blogs starting with each blog’s first post (some beginning as early as 2009 and some as late as 2016) and ending on January 4, 2017. My data collection approach appears to be in line with Tumblr’s API License Agreement, which gives permission to “manipulate information and Content from the Tumblr Firehose for the purposes of non-public analysis and search” [88]. I selected the blog sample by first searching on Tumblr using the tags “transition blog,” “transition,” “mtf transition,” and “ftm transition,” and then searching using relevant tags that emerged within this initial sample, such as “girlslikeus,” “hrt blog” (hormone replacement therapy), “hrt transition,” “my transition,” “nonbinary transition,” “personal,” “tpoc” (trans person of color), and “transition timeline.” I selected blogs that met the following criteria:

1. Included text content more than 10 words long (to enable meaningful content analysis)
2. Focused on the person’s gender transition or on personal content, rather than being a blog by a trans person about another topic (e.g., fashion, politics)
3. Bloggers appeared to be, or stated that they were, 18 or older

Using my Tumblr account, I then “followed” each blog currently in the sample. I examined all blogs listed in my account’s list of “recommended blogs” to follow. The recommendation algorithm gave mostly accurate and relevant recommendations, and I added all recommended blogs that met my criteria to the sample. I continued this process for approximately one month before settling on a final sample of blogs. Different blogs were active and inactive during different time periods throughout 2009-2016.
Because of the sensitive, often de-identified, and public nature of the content, I used an opt-out approach to data collection. I messaged each blogger using Tumblr’s messaging system, briefly described the study, and asked them to respond and specify if they wished to opt out of data collection. I attempted to message a total of 257 bloggers. 121 (47%) bloggers responded: 106 (41%) of the total initial sample explicitly gave permission to collect their data, 16 (6%) opted out, and three (1%) asked for more information but did not opt in or out. I answered all questions that bloggers asked about the study and data collection. I collected data from the 241 people who did not explicitly opt out of data collection. I removed one blog that did not include sufficient text content. This resulted in 240 blogs and 84,481 total posts.

Tumblr users can post content in nine ways: text, photo, quote, link, chat, audio, video, answer of a question asked of that blogger by another user (“asks”), and as a “reblog” of another user’s post. I collected text content associated with these post types if it was more than ten words long: text content from text, chat, and quote posts, answers from asks, photo and video captions, text accompanying links and audio clips, and text annotating a reblog. I did not collect photos, images, or visual content of any kind.

3.2 Tumblr Transition Blogs Data Description

The full dataset included 84,481 posts, with average word count of 71.38 (median = 33, SD = 124.70). On average, each blogger posted 367 total text posts that met my data collection criteria (median = 76, SD = 814.46), had been blogging for almost two years (mean = 646 days, median = 530 days, SD = 515.19 days), and posted roughly three times per week (mean = 0.43 posts per day, SD = 0.67 posts per day). Although I did not collect demographic data from bloggers, I found much of this information in their blog descriptions. Most bloggers (95%) prominently stated or implied their gender and many (42%) their age. When placing each blogger into the most prominent gender category that they displayed on their blog (with the caveat that some identified as more than one gender, e.g. trans woman and non-binary), bloggers in the dataset were 47% female-to-male/FTM/trans men, 46% male-to-female/MTF/trans women, and 7% non-binary (people whose genders are multiple, fluid, or something other than male or female). Like the Tumblr platform more broadly [83], the sample skewed young, with 63% of bloggers in the 18-24 age range, 30% 25-34, 7% 35-44, and <1% 45 or over. Because most bloggers (93%) did not specify race or ethnicity information on their blogs, I do not report those demographics here.

3.3 Tumblr Transition Blogs Data Analysis

My first step was exploratory, in which I immersed myself in the data. I began by closely reading a diverse sample (i.e., bloggers with a range of different genders, races/ethnicities and ages) of 10 transition blogs in their entirety. I had been following trans content on Tumblr for several years prior to this study, but became more immersed in Tumblr transition blogs when this study began. For two months in Fall 2016 I spent approximately one hour each day reading content posted on transition blogs and examining how transition bloggers and their audiences interacted with each other on Tumblr. This enabled me to understand what types of content people posted, how Tumblr’s features and affordances work, and how networks of trans
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2 An opt-out approach was ethically appropriate given that I paraphrased blog post quotes to reduce traceability, the data was public, some bloggers may not have logged in to view messages or may have chosen not to respond to my message, and the benefit of analyzing a large rich dataset outweighed the minimal potential harm to participants.
blogger's interact. During this phase, I took frequent notes and wrote memos daily to capture my observations.

I then conducted qualitative content analysis [48] on 3,200 Tumblr posts that I manually coded while building a machine learning classifier, which was part of a different segment of this project (not included in this paper). As I read through each post, I took note of content that was relevant to liminality and social media, as well as topics related to the larger study (namely trans identity disclosure, emotional wellbeing, and social support), and other phenomena of interest that emerged from the data. I did not assign codes to every post, as many of them were not related to the study’s research questions. I used a combination of conventional content analysis (allowing codes to emerge from the data) and directed content analysis (coding based on an existing theory or coding scheme) [48]. For the directed coding, I used the categories that emerged from my in-depth inductive analysis of the interview data (described in Section 3.5). The coding scheme that I developed from the interview analysis mapped well to the Tumblr posts. I analyzed Tumblr data concurrently with interview data in an iterative process to provide more depth into my understanding of the phenomena of interest.

3.4 Interviews Data Collection and Participant Description

I interviewed 20 bloggers whose data were part of the larger Tumblr transition blog dataset. When selecting participants to interview, I took into account variations in gender, race/ethnicity, and age, to ensure that I had a diverse sample demographically. After determining a set of potential interview participants, I contacted each of them using Tumblr’s messaging system to request interviews, and scheduled interviews with those who agreed to be interviewed. Interviews were conducted via each participant’s preferred method of video chat (n = 19) or phone call (n = 1), and lasted on average 60 minutes (SD = 13.8 minutes, range: 40-88 minutes). Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed for data analysis. Each participant received a $25 Visa gift card as compensation for their time.

The sample of interview participants was 50% trans women, 35% trans men, and 15% non-binary trans people. 65% of participants were white, 15% black, 15% Asian, and 10% Hispanic/Latinx (percentages add up to greater than 100% because some participants were of multiple races/ethnicities). The average age was 26.65 (SD = 7.02 years, range: 19-43 years old). 18 participants were American (though one was currently residing in Europe) and two were Canadian.

Interviews were semi-structured, to enable me to further delve into topics that were most salient to participants. I asked participants about trans identity disclosure broadly; social media use broadly; trans identity disclosure on social media; emotional wellbeing throughout transition; social support; perceived relationships between disclosure, emotional wellbeing, and social support; perceptions of and motivations for using Tumblr; and perceptions of and motivations for using Facebook, for those who were Facebook users (all but one). I revised the interview questions protocol four times throughout the interview process as I learned more through data analysis. I analyzed interview data concurrently with data collection, and reached data saturation (i.e., no new codes or themes emerged) after approximately 15 interviews; yet I continued to conduct interviews in case additional themes emerged.

3.5 Interviews Data Analysis

I approached the dataset of transcribed interviews with an initial interest in liminality and social media, as well as disclosure, emotional wellbeing, and social support throughout the gender
transition process as documented on Tumblr (the topics of the larger study of which this paper is part), but analyzed the data using an inductive open-coding approach [85]. I coded all interview data using line-by-line analysis, allowing codes and themes to emerge from the data [85]. I conducted axial coding iteratively throughout the coding process to organize and refine codes and themes and understand how they connected to each other [85]. I used frequent memoing as an analysis technique to make sense of the emerging codes and connections between codes and themes. Throughout the analysis process, I discussed emerging themes, and connections between codes and themes, on a regular basis with two other researchers.

3.6 Limitations
A primary limitation of this work is that due to the recruitment criteria, all participants were avid Tumblr users. Thus, this paper’s results may not generalize to those who do not use Tumblr, those who are more invested in other sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter), those who document life transitions elsewhere, or those who do not document their transitions. Many of the people I interviewed talked about themselves as “open,” an “open book,” etc. This may be a result of the sample – it may be that people who write transition blogs are more open and willing to share personal information than other people. Comparing transitional populations who do and do not blog about life transitions is an interesting area for future work.

Another bias to the interview sample is that those people who are most distressed may have been less likely to respond to my interview requests. Those who are depressed or even suicidal (which is prevalent among trans populations [49]) may not have the emotional bandwidth to respond to a message from a researcher on Tumblr, or to spend emotional energy on an interview. Those who were doing worst emotionally may not be in my interview sample, but my analysis of blog data did still capture their experiences.

4 RESULTS
During gender transition, Tumblr transition bloggers presented multiple identities simultaneously on different social media sites as a mechanism to keep identities and networks separate. Participants described using Tumblr for transition work, including expressive writing, self-documentation, and identity exploration, in a self-focused yet social online environment. They described using Facebook, when ready, to disclose their trans identity to a large, broad network of “real life” connections.

4.1 Presenting Multiple Identities Simultaneously
During transition, people presented multiple identities simultaneously on social media. Almost all interview participants (n = 19 out of 20) reported using Facebook in addition to Tumblr. Before they had disclosed their trans identity to their Facebook networks, participants described presenting their pre-transition gender and identity on Facebook, while presenting their new or transitional gender on Tumblr. P19\(^3\), who had not yet started living full time as trans, described segmenting her social media personas between networks to whom she was and was not out to as trans:

\(^3\) Interview participants are designated with P and the participant number (1-20). Bloggers are designated with B and the blogger number (1-240).
I feel like [Tumblr] is more representative of who I want to be, so I’d say it’s reasonably representative of myself in some ways. It’s interesting, because Facebook – at this point, I would definitely say it isn’t, and it’s a lot more contrived, versus Tumblr, where... everyone that follows me there... I know is supportive, so I don’t really feel a desire to craft a persona. I just do whatever I feel like.

While her Facebook profile was somewhat representative of her physical world persona, at least in terms of appearance, P19’s Tumblr represented her future, post-transition self. People’s particular presentation on the two sites varied, but each person described presenting a pre-transition name, gender, and appearance on Facebook while presenting a different name, gender, and appearance on their transition blog.

Multiple identity presentations on different social media sites also involved differences in types of content shared on each site. Participants in my study shared vastly different types of content on Tumblr as compared to Facebook. On Tumblr people shared personal, emotional content, which included both positive and negative emotions. Due to my inclusion criteria, all participants shared trans-related content on Tumblr, yet while some shared trans-related news articles on Facebook, most did not share personal transition updates on Facebook. On Facebook, people shared opinions, everyday content, life updates, and professional or work-related content. Several content types spanned both sites, including everyday content, political content, art, funny things, and content related to people’s interests.

Social media allow multiple virtual embodiments, and thus create possibilities for people to exist in multiple spaces and multiple social environments at once. One’s Facebook profile continues to represent a version of self to one’s Facebook network, even while one presents identity differently and engages in transition work on Tumblr.

4.2 Keeping Identities and Networks Separate

Participants tended to keep their identities and networks separate between Tumblr and Facebook during gender transition. When asked about overlap between these networks, P1 said, “they are completely separate for me. My Facebook and Tumblr are 100% different.” For some bloggers, this network separation made Tumblr feel anonymous, which in turn allowed more openness. B75 described on her blog, “Tumblr being fairly anonymous (mostly because it isn’t linked to Facebook) is a really good tool for people everywhere to express themselves.” The openness enabled by separation from one’s Facebook network created the conditions necessary for many bloggers to disclose personal information and receive social support.

Some who did have overlap between their Facebook and Tumblr networks described this overlap as being uncomfortable, even if the people in common between the two sites were also trans. For example, P4 said:

There is a little bit of overlap and initially it was difficult for me because a few of my Facebook friends also happened to have a Tumblr and... I started being suggested [in the suggested friends list] because they are looking at trans things... That was very weird because it had felt, even though I was putting my face and my name out there it still felt pretty anonymous for a while and then a couple friends found it and they would comment on there. It was weird because I talked about things there that I wouldn’t on my Facebook like confirmation surgery.

Even though bloggers knew they were not completely anonymous on Tumblr, the separation from their Facebook network made Tumblr seem anonymous. Conflict often occurred when
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4 I paraphrased some blog posts to reduce traceability and to maintain bloggers’ privacy, as is common practice in social computing research. Those blog post quotes that were not traceable via Google search are left as is. I revised blog post quotes for spelling, grammar, and readability as necessary.
audiences overlapped between the sites. For example, P8’s father reacted negatively after reading a Tumblr post where she discussed him in a negative light. When the boundary between different networks was compromised, as in P4’s case when her Facebook friends found her on Tumblr, or when P8’s father read her Tumblr blog, sharing intimate content became more difficult.

Other bloggers struggled with how much they wanted their identity to overlap between Tumblr and elsewhere online. B87, a programmer, wrote:

*I feel a bit conflicted about whether or not I should post here about the things that I’m programming. I like the idea of having separate internet identities instead of tethering everything together. I can’t even begin to imagine why some people even go so far as to tie everything to their meat space name. Why would you want to be stuck carrying around your digital baggage and history with you forever? Facebook probably deserves a fair amount of blame for encouraging/training normal people to use real names online.*

Anyways my point is that I don’t want people that know me as a coder to have the chance to judge me by the stuff that I post here and vice versa. But writing software is pretty much the only thing ever I do that could be passed off as being productive. I rarely have much to talk about aside from programming so not writing about it makes this blog a bit pointless.

B87 described some desire to combine separate topics that were both integral to her identity: programming and being trans. Yet she was conflicted about the people involved in each of those identities being combined into one audience. To handle this type of context collapse [57], Tumblr bloggers often segment their content into several different blogs, based on topics – for example, many described having one transition blog and one blog related to an interest or fandom. Yet B87 felt her blog was “pointless” without incorporating her programmer identity into it; thus, segmentation would not be a solution.

When considering network separation in conjunction with the identity multiplicity that social media enables, it becomes clear that during transition people can at the same time stay within and be apart from their pre-transition networks. This is in contrast to the transition stage described in Van Gennep’s [33] and Turner’s [91] work, in which people were physically separated from their existing networks during life transitions. By allowing networks and identities to be multiple and separate, social media enables people to remain connected to people they otherwise may have had to cut ties with during identity transitions.

### 4.3 Tumblr for Transition Work

Tumblr is an online space that people use during gender transition to engage in transition work. Transition work involves expressive, therapeutic writing, self-documentation, and identity exploration. Tumblr is uniquely suited for these types of activities as a space that is both self-focused yet social.

Using transition blogs therapeutically or as an “outlet” was the most frequent reason interview participants mentioned for keeping blogs, echoing findings from Schiano et al. [72]. P15 said that his transition blog was,

*Definitely a huge outlet for me. I’m the type of person that I do hold a lot of emotions in and I don’t necessarily share a lot, but when I do share it I know that I feel better about it, so I will spend that personal time to post... my blogs, to kind of just get those emotions out, and to kind of just share what’s going on through my head.*

As P15 described, and as was true for many others, keeping a transition blog enabled him to feel better over time by processing his emotions through writing. P4 described a similar experience with blogging:

*When things are in my head they tend to spiral, and if I can get them out of my head I can deal with them a lot more rationally than emotionally, so [blogging] helped me to do that as well to get that out and look*
at it objectively. Sometimes even I would type out something and even the act of typing it out was therapeutic and I wouldn’t feel the need to post it... Sometimes there are posts where I’m feeling this way and it’s so negative and it’s so bad and then I’ll keep typing and I’ll go through the process but now that I’m looking at this and I’ve gotten it out of my brain, I realize that blah blah blah that I got this and I can totally do it. Sometimes it helps me work out those things as well.

Like P4, many participants experienced positive benefits from writing blog content on the Tumblr interface whether they ended up posting that content or not.

Many used Tumblr as a tool for self-documentation, to keep a personal record and track transition progress. P18’s transition blog was,

A way for me to track my progress. That was originally what it was meant for, just because I knew that hormones were a slow and painful process when it came down to the change, and it was like, okay, hey, the best way I can do this is just document it as I go.

Similarly, P16 described his blog as a place to “post updates about things going in my transition like with therapy, and getting my letter, and blood work, and all that shit, voice updates. I post all that stuff on there.” These and other participants appreciated having a digital archive of their transition progress. Though they did not specifically mention an intended audience for these transition updates, the posts may be intended for a future self to reflect upon. Other bloggers tracked less physical or social transition progress, and instead blogged to document personal growth and change; as B23 put it, “the only theme here is my experience and evolution as a human.”

Documenting one’s transition in a digital medium like Tumblr was importantly different than tracking the same type of content in a physical format. I asked participants the difference between blogging on Tumblr and keeping a physical diary, expecting that they might mention the social aspects of blogging in an interactive digital space. While some did answer as I expected, several others emphasized the ways a digital medium like Tumblr enabled easy access to content, as opposed to a physical form. P9 said,

Honestly, I just wanted a place where I could put down my feelings and thoughts. It’s the most journalistic thing I’ve ever been able to keep up with... I’ve tried to do physical journals and diaries and I always lose them. I just wanted a place where I could jot down my own thoughts in the process and whatnot, and I just liked doing the weekly photos just to watch very slow change happen, which is kind of cool.

Digital journaling spaces like blogs are difficult to lose, enable people to access and add to their blog content online rather than digging for a physical object, and facilitate tracking transition progress more consistently. While the digital form may seem more permanent, one could also argue that online writing is less permanent, given that the web space is managed by a company who could be bought out at any time (and was, during the course of this study), making Tumblr content precarious. One participant, P7, expressed concern about Tumblr’s potential impermanence. She was in the process of building her own website and transferring her transition blog content there, “just in case Tumblr ever went away, like certain sites like Vine just suddenly disappear.” Online journaling allows people to keep track of their changes in a more convenient and accessible format than a physical journal, but which feels precarious for some.

Finally, some participants used Tumblr transition blogs for identity exploration. P6 described how Tumblr affording multiple accounts and pseudonyms makes identity exploration possible without long-lasting consequences: “You can create blogs and then delete them. It does make it easier to explore without it damaging your name or your personal network – just create a new blog.” Many trans people use the Internet and social media for identity exploration, as evidenced by a large body of previous research [39,90,94]. Yet on Tumblr, they tend to do this prior to starting transition blogs. Identity exploration on Tumblr, and elsewhere online, helps a person find the identity that they later blog about via their transition blog. Transition blogs are often
used to document how one’s identity changes over time, which necessarily entails identity exploration. Yet once a person settles on a particular blog, with a name and url that they stick with over time, that blog tends to lose its role in identity exploration and more about documenting how that particular identity becomes known and embodied, socially and physically.

Tumblr is unique in its duality as a self-focused space where people spent time alone, and as a supportive community. B34 summarized the therapeutic and self-focused yet social nature of Tumblr in a blog post celebrating reaching 100 followers:

*Thank you for following me and my thoughts. This is a place where I can express and share how I feel. It could be a happy or sad post, a joyous experience or an angry rant or I might feel good about myself and want to share that moment. Either way it makes me feel better and thanks for that.*

Tumblr is a place where people can share and process their experiences and emotions with an understanding and supportive audience. Yet, the audience is not the most important part. Writing enables self-understanding and emotion-processing in a self-focused yet networked environment.

One’s Tumblr audience exists as a complex interplay between self and others, between being alone and being part of a community. “My only friend that knows me and understands me is Tumblr,” B104 wrote on her blog, signaling simultaneously a supportive audience, and the lack of an audience. By invoking Tumblr as an individual friend, rather than a group of people, it comes into focus as a space for B104 to write and process emotions on a personal and solitary level. Yet, at the same time, she subtly describes Tumblr as a supportive community. Similarly, P11 described Tumblr as, “My favorite place to be alone. It’s like a place to be alone with your thoughts, but in a public way, in a way that feels supported by others.” Tumblr is remarkably different from a site like Facebook in this sense; many participants described feeling an obligation on Facebook to be connected to their network. On Tumblr, in part because many bloggers’ “real life” connections are not there, people feel little obligation to follow each other or interact. P11 adamantly described not wanting any obligation to interact, and appreciated that on Tumblr people follow her only because they want to, not because of any pressure resulting from “real life” associations. Yet participants who viewed Tumblr as a place to be alone still also considered it a supportive community. The lack of obligation to one’s network created a freeing sense of solitude along with the comfort that one’s network would support them if that support was needed. In online communities, both the reflexive aspects, such as expressive writing, and the social aspects are important for user engagement [54]. Blogs are novel because bloggers can simultaneously “engage in self-expression in order to build community and... build community in order to cultivate the self” [58].

Van Gennep [33] described how transitional periods sometimes involve autonomy. Tumblr, for many trans people, is a space for autonomy, where people separate themselves in some ways from their existing networks and become part of a new community of other people who are also in transitional autonomous stages. Tumblr’s particular combination of features and networks enables the site to serve as a digital space for transitional networked autonomy.

### 4.4 Facebook for Transition Disclosure

While participants in this study used Tumblr for transition work (e.g., expressive writing, self-documentation, identity exploration), when they reached a point in their transition trajectories where they were ready to disclose their transition to a large, broad audience of people in their lives, Facebook was the site where many went to do so. Coming out as trans on Facebook is a
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5 Bloggers can change their blog name and the associated url as often as they like, and this is a common practice.
pivotal transition moment for many. How people come out on Facebook varies greatly: some make an announcement and keep their current account and friends list, some heavily edit their friends list before making an announcement; some change their Facebook name, gender marker, and/or appearance in profile photos but do not make an official announcement; and some move to a new account entirely [41]. However, regardless of the methods used to partition networks and disclose one’s trans identity, participants reported in interviews and on their blogs how coming out on Facebook was a defining moment in their transitions, and often a somewhat final point on their disclosure paths. Many participants characterized Facebook disclosures as meaning coming out to a large audience of primarily “real life” connections, or “everyone” in their lives. Interview participant P3 described her experience coming out on Facebook (emphasis added):

Well, Facebook, yes. That was obviously the big one, that was telling not my close friends that I knew would love me regardless, that was telling everyone... All these people knew at this point and that was huge. I changed my name on Facebook and everything, I just went for it. That was definitely a monumental thing. It really helped by getting that word out to everyone. I had come out in person to quite a few individuals, but to do it to everyone at once was definitely a relief. I had nothing to hide anymore, nothing to be ashamed of... nothing in the closet.

P3’s interview quote was similar to her Tumblr post in which she also characterized coming out on Facebook as an important moment of disclosure to “everyone” (see Figure 2).

The Tumblr posts that people posted about their experiences coming out on Facebook give important context about their thoughts, deliberations, and processes around Facebook disclosure, and often also included the text of the Facebook post itself. Many people posted about their Facebook coming out post on Tumblr, both before and after posting it. Before the Facebook disclosure, many posted draft coming out announcements and asked for feedback (e.g., “So this is my coming out post that I’m probably gonna post on my FB page some time tomorrow. Any thoughts?” – B153) or described fears and anxieties around upcoming Facebook disclosures. Afterwards, many posted follow-up posts, often celebratory, describing or including the Facebook disclosure post, responses to it, and the poster’s feelings about it. For example, B200 posted: “So on New Year’s Eve, I finally came out to the world!! (well Facebook xD). Here’s what I posted: [Facebook disclosure post content]. And so far it’s been all positive! I’ve been worried for nothing xD.” As these quotes indicate, Tumblr is a place where people reflect on their disclosure decisions and actions, and thus a rich research site for understanding disclosure on social media.

People chose Facebook as a platform for mass disclosure because it was an efficient and official way to disclose trans identity to one’s network, similar to how some use Facebook to disclose relationship breakups [38], pregnancy loss [4], and other life transitions. B92 described how making an announcement on Facebook was an efficient means of disclosure and allowed him to circumvent a series of individual conversations. Another blogger (B106) wrote, “Sometimes I just want to come out on Facebook. Post the message, drop the mic, sign out. Come back in a week and see...
what’s left. Scorched earth approach.” While “scorched earth approach” sounds negative, it is an apt metaphor for coming out to one’s entire social network at once. Posting information on Facebook is an efficient means of reaching one’s network without having to disclose to each person individually [4], but it may feel untargeted and reckless for some. As B106 described, coming back a week later to see how her network responded, and who remained in her network, was an attractive disclosure approach that may allow her to spend less emotional energy on disclosure.

While in many other life transitions people can choose whether or not to disclose to their Facebook networks, during the transition stage trans people often reach a point where they are no longer able to conceal their physical changes. B3 described on her Tumblr how she was approaching a point in which she may be “forced to come out to everybody:”

So it’s getting a bit harder to hide things. Only a bit over 3 months in, but I’m seeing some progress for sure... I’m just fine if anyone starts questioning my changes, and if I am sort of forced to come out to everybody, I’m okay with that.

Because Facebook allows mass disclosure to one’s network, it can be an important tool for people who, like B3, feel that physical changes may soon make disclosure inevitable.

Transition disclosure on Facebook, and online identity changes more broadly, can also help people feel that they are making progress in their transition and moving forward in their new identity. B27 described on Tumblr her experience changing over to new Facebook and LinkedIn profiles:

So, I finally came out to the remaining people back home that I want to keep in touch with. (I was waiting a bit because I was giving family back home in our small town more time to process before it became common knowledge.) Some people friended my new Facebook profile and some didn’t. However, no one had anything bad to say and I got a lot of heartwarming responses, so I’m calling it a win. I closed down my old Facebook and LinkedIn accounts, so I think all on-line accounts of the old me are officially dead and gone. It feels really good to be moving forward in life completely as I am!

Moving to new profiles on Facebook and LinkedIn was a pivotal transition moment for B27, after which she described feeling that her online identity was congruent with her new gender identity.

Facebook disclosures usually occur after people tell close family members and the other important people in their lives, with whom they feel a one-to-one conversation is necessary. With these disclosures out of the way, Facebook disclosures are now possible, as P11 described:

As soon as I came out to my dad, I was just – I had told everyone. I made a Facebook post and I started presenting more how I pictured myself in my head, at the time. And I was pretty much just out...

Facebook disclosures are also sometimes prompted by a combination of family disclosures and present or upcoming physical changes. P13 stated that he came out on Facebook “a few days before I was supposed to start T [testosterone hormone replacement therapy], and after I talked to my family, of course.”

As this analysis shows, trans identity disclosures on Facebook are pivotal moments for many. While the unique nature of each person’s transition timeline makes it impossible to divide gender transitions into before and after time periods, Facebook disclosures often mark a substantial change in which people go from being out as trans to some people in their networks, to being out to “everyone.”

5 SOCIAL MEDIA AS SOCIAL TRANSITION MACHINERY

Next, I discuss my results in the context of liminality and rites of passage. I argue that reconstructing one’s online identity is a rite of passage in our society. I then introduce my social transition machinery lens to provide new understanding of how liminality works and how
people experience liminality on social media. I close with an argument for the importance of social media site separation.

5.1 Liminality, Then and Now

The major work on liminality throughout the 20th Century characterized the transition stage as neutral, or a state of betweenness. Following van Gennep [33], Turner [91,92] described the ways in which liminal people were stripped of identity to become a “blank slate” or a “uniform condition,” on which one’s new identity could then be inscribed. Turner [91], in a quote that has been cited abundantly in the life transitions literature, wrote that people in the liminal stage are “neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial.”

In the context of gender transition, while most previous studies have characterized liminality as a neutral state, each gives hints that it is more complex than this. Bolin [10] used Turner’s [91] neutrality framing to describe gender transition as “a journey through liminality, where transsexuals are ‘betwixt and between,’ for they are no longer males and not yet complete women.” Yet even so, Bolin [10] described many instances throughout the transition process in which trans women presented as women in certain social contexts, and as men in other social contexts – a practice that caused distress for participants. This signals a liminal state that is more multiple than neither, as I also find in this study. Wilson [95] also described gender transition as a state of betweenness and limbo, yet at the same time discussed the identity multiplicity that occurs during the liminal stage. Participants in that study described feeling neither because gender categorization systems failed to account for their liminal state – not because of an internal sense of lacking identity [95]. More recently, in a survey of trans and non-binary people, Harrison et al. [44] found that 20% described their current primary gender as “part time as one gender, part time as another,” signaling that gender fluidity and oscillation is relatively common. Similarly, Bauer et al. [6] quoted an interview participant as saying, “It’s hard to distinguish for me between feeling both male and female and feeling neither.” Ambiguity is an important aspect of gender transition, and on a personal level, people cannot always distinguish between a gender identification that is back-and-forth, or one that is between. Turner [92] briefly discussed the notion that those in the liminal stage may experience multiple identities in addition to his primary conception of liminality as a neutral state of betweenness, and acknowledged that identity may be ambiguous and paradoxical during transitional stages. In my argument I do not mean to place any claims on how people self-identify, or imply that people’s self-identification is with multiple genders rather than one or none. Instead, I address the ways people present different gender presentations to interact in different social contexts, many of which are facilitated by social media.

While I argue that the transition stage is not neutral, certain aspects of Turner’s [91] transition framing are useful to theorize Tumblr transition blog communities. Turner [91] described the ways in which people who are together in the liminal stage form kinship, camaraderie, and social structure as a result of being equal in their neutrality. He used the term communitas to describe these groups of people who experienced transition together, and described them as not only liminal (i.e., in the crevices or “interstices” of societal structure), but also marginal (i.e., on the edges of society) and inferior (i.e., beneath the rest of society) [91].

While the communitas concept [91] cannot as a whole be applied to Tumblr transition bloggers, certain aspects do apply. Namely, Tumblr transition bloggers form a supportive community that embodies kinship and camaraderie and forms a social structure around the
shared experience of gender transition. Yet transition bloggers are not neutral, liminal, marginal, and inferior in the ways that Turner [91] characterized other communitas. Those embarking on gender transition form bonds based on shared experience and social support, not because of a shared neutrality. While transition bloggers are liminal, this liminality does not place them in the crevices of society (i.e., between two social roles) as Turner [91] described, but rather sees them presenting differently in different social contexts (e.g., Tumblr and Facebook). Trans people are marginalized in the sense that they are othered and treated as outsiders by many, but not in the sense that they exist on the edges of society; rather, they exist in the same social structures as everyone else, though sometimes in multiple forms simultaneously. And finally, though many people may consider trans people to be inferior, those in transition do not generally consider themselves inferior to the rest of society.

A major contribution of the present study is a new understanding of how liminality happens and what liminality means on social media and in relation to online identity. Van Gennep’s [33], Turner’s [91,92], and Bolin’s [10] conceptions of liminality as neutral may have been true for the cultures and time periods they studied, and may also be related to their anthropological disciplinary and research approaches. Yet one primary difference in my study is the element of social media. On social media, whether or not a person is actively using a site or sites, users are always connected to their networks, and always presenting version(s) of self. This presents a double-edged sword: on social media it can be difficult to escape one’s social networks, yet at the same time social media enable unique ways to present multiple identities at once. Thus, liminality is inherently different when expressed on social media, because people can simultaneously present two, or more, identities at once, and can segment audiences and networks by using multiple platforms (in this case, Tumblr and Facebook) or account management strategies. Presenting different online selves does not necessarily mean that one identity is more “real” than another [97]; each are genuine in some respects, and performative in some respects. Throughout transition, different online identities’ salience shifts, and some profiles may remain only as a stand-in self-presentation for those to whom one has not disclosed their trans identity (e.g., in the case of those who maintain a Facebook profile for their previous gender, for the benefit of extended family members to whom they choose not to disclose). Other profiles are used heavily. In whatever configuration, multiple online versions of self can present different identities simultaneously. Social media enable simultaneous identity multiplicity in ways not possible in the physical world.

5.2 Rites of Passage and Identity Transformation

Identity transformation on social media is a rite of passage in our society. Drawing from the liminality literature, I first describe what rites of passage are and what they mean. Rites of passage are “lenses through which to magnify” transition experiences, and to focus on and make visible the liminality patterns (separation, transition, and incorporation) [14]. They are transformative and confirmatory events that enable people to transition from one identity, social status, or social role to another [56,92]. Rites of passage provide structure and meaning and are meant to dampen the stress and anxiety that accompany moving from one social role to another by giving the transition a cultural lens [33]. Rites of passage help people to reconstruct their lives to fall in line with their new identity, and require one to “pass through a socially mediated series of culturally as well as personally meaningful experiences” [56]. Rituals can help people integrate their life transition, and their previous identity, into their life story [82]. Biographical work is a way of coping with life disruptions or transitions by connecting past and
present life narratives, and can be used along with rituals to move through liminality [82]. Rites of passage are often expressed using symbols and ceremonies. They often happen as part of religions, but religious ceremonies are not the only ways for rites of passage to occur [10,82,91]. Rites of passage can involve anything that is meaningful or symbolic to a person [82], and can be technological [10]. Rites of passage may not have concrete, measurable outcomes, given that they are deeply personal and often abstract [82]. They have in common the ability to propel a person forward out of the liminal stage.

Gender transition is a specific type of transition with its own particular phases and rites of passage. While in the past some considered sex reassignment surgery (SRS) the primary trans rite of passage [10], today, as my study demonstrates, trans rites of passage are much more varied and complex. I argue that online identity reconstruction is a modern pivotal trans rite of passage.

Previous literature has often examined rites of passage in small-scale, non-technologically-advanced societies that were relatively stable. Van Gennep [33] did not expect rites of passage to generalize beyond these small stable societies, yet taken together the liminality literature published in the century after Rites of Passage was published, it is clear that van Gennep’s liminality framework describes a pattern and a sequence that applies to all types of life transitions in all societies [87,91]. While each society and each life transition has complexities and differences in the particular rites of passage performed, the liminal pattern is universal [87].

In modern networked cultures, life transitions are often distressing and disorienting because they do not involve standard rites of passage, and thus can feel meaningless [14,56]. Many traditional societies had standard rituals, or rites of passage, that helped people let go of one life stage and move to another [14]. While modern networked societies have standard rituals for life transitions such as marriage and childbirth, we do not have standard recognized rituals for many other life transitions, such as divorce, career change, transition from college to the workforce, and, of course, gender transition. Drawing from van Gennep [33], Bridges [14] argued that:

> without formal transition machinery, such as the old rites of passage, we not only lack the support that traditional people enjoyed but also the powerful concentration that the old rituals provided - a power that took an extended and diffuse time of transformation and converted it into an event.

### 5.3 Social Media are Social Transition Machinery for Identity Reconstruction as a Rite of Passage

I provide a new understanding of social media as what I call social transition machinery. This is informed by Donath’s [27] characterization of the computer as a social machine, which is a “communication medium and a setting for interactions, an electronic place to see and be seen” and by Bridges’ [14] statement that we lack transition machinery for many life transitions. I argue that social media are these social transition machinery that enable rites of passage. Transition experiences are fundamentally different in networked societies in the present time, particularly due to several factors related to social media. I detail my argument in the context of this study, which involves gender transition on Tumblr and Facebook, but these results are likely relevant to other life transitions and other social media platforms. Social media are social transition machinery and enable rites of passage in two ways: they serve as means of transition work and intense concentration on identity (e.g., on Tumblr), and as a means to convert a transition into an event (e.g., on Facebook). I outline my argument in four steps:
1. During the transition stage, social media enable people to embody *multiple* identities simultaneously rather than being *neutral*.
2. People do not fully remove themselves from their existing networks during life transitions.
   a. In this study, they remained connected through Facebook, yet retreated to Tumblr to do transition work.
3. Social media act as *social transition machinery* during life transitions.
   a. In this study, Tumblr is social transition machinery for identity concentration and transition work.
   b. In this study, Facebook is social transition machinery for converting a transition into an event.
   c. Social support occurs on separate sites as part of transition processes, but in different ways.
4. Combined, these social transition machinery serve as means for those in transition to reconstruct their online identity as a rite of passage.

5.3.1. Multiple, Not Neutral
First, social media enable people to present as multiple identities simultaneously, and as such, transition is not a neutral stage. This is in contrast to previous conceptualizations of the transition stage as neutral [33,91,92] or as a time in which one is neither the previous identity nor the new identity. Instead, during transition, people present different versions of self to different networks in different social contexts, on social media sites and in the physical world. It is important to make the distinction between liminality and neutrality because characterizing transitional periods of people’s lives as neutral or identity-less is dangerous and dehumanizing. Particularly when many people in transition are already part of marginalized groups or are facing stigma as part of their identity change, adding neutrality as an additional judgement label may be especially harmful. People in transition have just as much identity as anyone else – it is just that that identity is multiple, fragmented, and complex. Changing the cultural narrative of identity transition to account for multiplicity and complexity, rather than characterizing people as neutral, could make great strides in improving wellbeing for people going through difficult changes in their lives.

5.3.2. Network Fragmentation, Not Removal
Next, transition no longer involves fully removing oneself from one’s existing network, as was common in the cultures described in van Gennep’s [33] and Turner’s [91] work, but instead involves fragmenting one’s online social participation between several different sites. In networked societies in the present time, people remain connected to their networks on one site, and use another site to do transition work. In this study, people used Facebook to remain connected to their existing networks, and used Tumblr for transition work. Yet for other transitional populations, other sites may fill each of these roles.

5.3.3. Social Transition Machinery and Online Identity Reconstruction as a Rite of Passage
Because networked societies lack formal rites of passage for many life transitions, for social media users, social media fill this gap by acting as social transition machinery for life transitions. Different social media sites serve as different pieces of social transition machinery that are separate but work together to facilitate life transitions.

For transition bloggers, Tumblr is social transition machinery where people concentrate intensely on their transition and their identity and engage in transition work, such as by
writing expressively, documenting their transitional journey, and exploring their identity. Bridges [14] characterized the transition stage as a time period in which people should go to an unfamiliar place to think a lot, do little, and act as though they are performing a ritual, in order to focus on the transition process. Bridges’ [14] suggestion corresponds with my finding that Tumblr is an important place during transition for people to express emotions (whether happy, lonely, sad) and to be alone. Yet Tumblr enables people to be alone in a networked environment and among a supportive community of similar others.

At the same time, for many in transition, Facebook is transition machinery in which a transition becomes an event. Changing one’s online identity on an identified site like Facebook involves a symbolic passage and a change of status from one identity category to another. This can occur in many ways, such as by editing one’s Facebook profile with a new name, gender marker, appearance, and sometimes network; by creating a new Facebook profile with these attributes; and/or by disclosing one’s trans identity to one’s Facebook network. Any combination of these behaviors that signals a gender change to one’s network serves as a means for converting a transition into an event, and thus a social and cultural rite of passage. Symbols in rites of passage often reference both one’s past and future status [10]. Changing one’s gender marker, name, and/or profile photo on Facebook is a symbolic aspect of gender transition rites of passage that involves both one’s past and future identity and a shift from the former to the latter. By changing one’s online identity, a person signals a life transition to their network and thus converts the transition into an event.

Social support is an important part of social transition machinery that occurs on both of these sites, but in different ways. On Tumblr, transition bloggers form a supportive community of people going through a similar life change, and share advice, information, emotional support, and a sense of belonging. On Facebook, after a person converts their transition into an event, their existing (e.g., pre-transition or “real life”) network rallies around that event to provide support in the form of likes, comments, and messages.

Reconstructing one’s online identity is a rite of passage. My transition machinery lens provides new insight into how life transitions are conceptualized, and what social media means during life transitions.

5.3.4. Social Transition Machinery in Other Life Transition Contexts
Identity multiplicity and network fragmentation have been observed in other life transition contexts, providing evidence that my social transition machinery lens extends beyond the gender transition case study. As just a few examples, Durrant et al. [30] found that tensions between different social roles for new parents meant that people performed different social roles in different online social spaces, such as a Facebook group for new moms vs. one’s primary Facebook profile, during this transitional period. Similarly, Semaan et al. [76] found that veterans used veteran-specific ICTs (e.g., RallyPoint, secret Facebook groups) separate from their Facebook networks to connect with other veterans and discuss difficulties transitioning back to civilian life. These are examples of social transition machinery in action.

5.4 The Importance of Social Media Site Separation
Understanding social media’s role during life transitions provides implications for effectively designing technology that accounts for and supports people during times of transition. Social media technologies can enable people’s networks to provide support, and potentially provide
support themselves, to those who most need it during life transitions. Yet such technologies must be designed to work in the complex and changing contexts people use social media during transitions.

Social media are a series of separate sites that together enable identity reconstruction as a rite of passage; yet at the same time, identity change requires network separation. However, social media sites and services constantly urge users to connect across sites and networks that may be discordant. This brings up difficult technological and social challenges. Transition bloggers’ retreat to Tumblr during transition is in a sense an act of resistance to the urge for connectivity. Tumblr enables separation from existing networks and rejection of traditional tie-based social connections.

In the early days of social network sites (SNSs), Donath and boyd [28] discussed how SNSs, by making people’s connections visible, removed some of the privacy barriers that people use in the physical world to separate incompatible social contexts. In the physical world, people separated social contexts with time and space; yet on SNSs, one’s entire network was brought together into one digital space [28], causing context collapse [11].

Donath and boyd [28] suggested that people could segment their networks by using different SNSs as separate contexts, but that this would likely not be successful because one major benefit of SNSs is to have a set of diverse and heterogeneous connections and potential connections in one place. Instead, they proposed that a better solution would be to facet networks on one SNS by placing people into categories and posting content to selected groups of people [28]. Interestingly, in the years since, this strategy has been implemented by a variety of platforms, most notably on Facebook in the form of friend lists and groups. Yet, despite the ability to facet networks using friends lists on Facebook, most users do not use this feature because it is cumbersome and confusing and due to a lack of trust that the privacy settings will work as intended [1,40,80].

Thus, instead of segmenting networks on one SNS, people often separate their networks by using different social media sites for different networks and purposes, as I have shown in this study, and as others have found [81,98]. Such separations are not necessary for every context; if a person wants to post different content for their gym friends vs. their co-workers, Facebook lists may work fine. However, during major life transitions and in stigmatized contexts, people often find it necessary to impose boundary regulation [63] by presenting different identities and sharing different content on two (or more) different social media sites.

The sites where people go to present stigmatized or transitional content and identities are often sites where connections are not traversable. In this paper’s case study, people expressed transitional identities on Tumblr, a site that does not show network connections by default.

People also use sites like Reddit, on which users do not have any sort of friend or follower network, to discuss stigmatized identities and experiences [5]. Tumblr and Reddit, in addition to not showing visible connections, also enable people to create and use multiple accounts or profiles. In this way, Tumblr transition bloggers can have multiple blogs to segment their transition-related content and followers from, for example, their Pokémon obsession. Limiting networks can add value to those networks [28]. Part of the value of the Tumblr transition blog

---

6 I make a distinction here between SNSs, on which people can “view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system” [12], and social media sites more broadly, where people’s networks are not necessarily visible to others (e.g., Tumblr).

7 Tumblr users can display their followers to others by augmenting the code for their blog, but the default is for connections to be invisible.
community, and other transitional communities, is that they provide a limited network that enables social transition machinery to work for a particular transitional context.

Given that the ability to present multiple identities on social media is a critical part of moving forward through life transitions, and that the ability to do so requires segmenting audiences, the idea of having one primary social media site on which to present oneself is antiquated, whether or not that site enables audience segmentation. Life transitions are not only a marginal state; every person experiences multiple life transitions throughout their lives, and sometimes several in tandem. Instead of a primary social media site that expects a static identity and a lifelong network, people require a series of separate pieces of social transition machinery that work together to facilitate life’s transitions. Like cogs in a machine, these separate social media spaces work together but often do not intersect.

Technologists should resist uncritically espousing increased connection in online spaces and features that facilitate connection without accounting for context. While we certainly have the technological ability to link one’s Facebook profile to one’s Tumblr blog (e.g., through facial recognition or geographical or textual pattern matching), to do so would be both unethical and equivalent to throwing a wrench in the social transition machinery. Other attempts to connect people across sites, such as “people you may know” prompts, are useful in some contexts, such as if a person wishes to leverage personal connections to grow their professional network on LinkedIn. Yet an attempt to suggest connections to add to one’s Tumblr network based on one’s Facebook network would be deeply problematic, given the intentional separation that participants in this study described.

Similarly, using Facebook or Google to log in to other sites across the Internet or mobile apps may inadvertently link sensitive or stigmatized identity facets to one’s Facebook or Google profile and network. Connectivity can be powerful, and has been a revolutionary benefit of the Internet. Yet separation can also be powerful in enabling people to make life changes and discuss stigmatized identity facets. Social technology designers should consider the implications of connectivity, and the particular contexts in which technologies are used, when deciding whether and how sites and apps should connect with people’s existing online social networks.

6 CONCLUSION

Existing on multiple social media sites simultaneously is central to many people’s online social lives today [98]. However, presenting different versions of self to different networks is especially important for people during life transitions, as I have shown in this study. Transition work cannot be done all in one online place. My concept of social transition machinery describes the ways that different social media sites and networks remain separate, yet work together, to enable people to carry out different types of transition work and draw from different types of support networks. Using this concept, I contribute a new understanding of how people experience liminality on social media, and argue that reconstructing one’s online identity on social media is a rite of passage. My description of liminality is a substantial departure from previous literature, which characterized transitional periods in people’s lives as neutral or identity-less – which, in my view, further marginalizes transitional populations. Instead, I argue that existing multiply on different social media sites and remaining connected to several different networks is far from a neutral experience. To best facilitate online transition work, social media sites should be designed to foster social connectivity while acknowledging the importance of social media site separation.
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